"TAC" TELEVISORS are GUARANTEED for EFFICIENCY

The television is of radically new design, employing a motor for bringing the disc up to speed operating on 110 volts, 60 cycle, and after the disc is brought up to speed, a revolving motor cuts out the motor and forces in the non-revolving motor, which automatically keeps the disc in synchronization with the television signal. This motor is not subject to fine vibrations when in operation. This motor also holds steady to the frame without the trouble experienced with the old type motors. Synchronously quiet in operation—none with practically no vibration.

The motor employs a single disc type disc, which makes possible a large picture that is usually given by this type of apparatus. The motor is assembled, making the apparatus self-synchronizing. Square tube is used to bring our sharper definition. This self-synchronizing feature allows pictures to be seen from any angle, even after the disc is brought up to synchronization.

Price Complete $22.50 INCLUDING REFLECTOR
TELEVISION RECEIVERS

"TAC" TELEVISION TUBES

Newest
PENTODE
TELEVISION
RECEIVERS
Using Latest
HIMUJ TUBES

MENZTRON $2.50
PLATRON $3.50
CRATERTRON (Cold Cathode) $7.50
CRATERTRON (Hot Cathode) $9.50
REAKTRON $8.00

"TAC" Television Apparatus is not solid in all forms.

"TAC" Television Units are sold completely unassembled.
Ready for Immediate use.

Price 1064 Tubes $32.50

28 POWERFUL STATIONS TELECASTING DAILY TO YOU.